
Visualize a new path forward
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Changing the course of how disease is 
treated and ultimately cured requires 
a comprehensive understanding of 
complex cellular phenotypes and their 
interrelationships in the spatial context 
of the tissue microenvironment. To meet 
this great challenge, we developed the 
Hyperion™ Imaging System.

The Hyperion Imaging System enables 
you to uncover new biomarkers and 
cellular interactions by using Imaging 
Mass Cytometry™. With the capability 
to simultaneously interrogate 4 to 37 
protein markers at subcellular resolution 
without spectral overlap or background 
autofluorescence, you can gain powerful 
new insights from precious tissue samples 
and cell smears. 

BIOMARKER IMAGING, 
REDEFINED 
Improving care: It’s a mission that drives us all. Translating new
discoveries into better clinical outcomes takes dedication and
new approaches to asking the most difficult questions.

With the ability to use up to 135 channels 
to detect additional parameters, the 
Hyperion Imaging System is ideal for 
meeting your imaging needs today and  
well into the future. 

Imaging Mass Cytometry can help you 
characterize tissue microenvironments and 
empower new research breakthroughs in:

• Biomarker discovery and  
development

• Characterization of tissue  
microenvironments

• Therapeutic response
• Drug safety and toxicity
• Oncology
• Immuno-oncology 
• Immune-mediated diseases  
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DAVID RIMM, MD, PHD
Professor of Pathology  
Yale University School of Medicine 
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“RESEARCH IN MY LAB IS RELATED TO BIOMARKERS  
that either predict outcome or response to therapy 
or to a drug. I see the Hyperion Imaging System 
as a valuable discovery tool that can provide 
information about which molecules are most 
important to predict response to therapy.”
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Translational and clinical researchers 
are now applying this groundbreaking 
technology to make new advances across  
a breadth of disease research areas.

The system design enables highly 
multiplexed immunohistochemistry  
(IHC) to provide a comprehensive 
view of the tissue microenvironment, 
making it possible to perform in-depth 
characterization of protein biomarkers, 
cellular composition and signaling 
pathways.

With cell segmentation and analytical 
tools, researchers can illuminate changes 
in unique cellular phenotypes and their 
functional states—changes that may 
correlate with disease progression and 
therapeutic response.

Investigating cellular interrelationships in 
spatial context can help you understand 
the correlations among multiple markers. 
This can aid development of biomarker 
signatures or help identify more effective 
therapies across a range of disease 
research areas.

Because the Hyperion Imaging System 
contains a functional Helios™ mass 
cytometer that houses CyTOF® technology, 
you have the additional benefit of being 
able to interrogate cells in suspension 
when spatial context and cellular 
morphology are not essential.

Provided as an optimized workflow 
solution with pathologist-verified 
antibodies and primary and secondary 
analysis solutions, the Hyperion Imaging 
System is an ideal system to help you 
reach your translational research goals 
today and for many years to come.

Comprehensive 
Highly multiplexed IHC using proven 
CyTOF technology enables simultaneous 
analysis of 4 to 37 protein markers from a 
single scan.

Contextual 
Identify new protein biomarkers and 
deeply profile tissue microenvironments  
at subcellular resolution while preserving 
information about tissue architecture and 
cellular morphology.

Powerful 
Preserve precious samples and reduce 
variability by eliminating dependence on 
serial sections.

POWERING NEW INSIGHTS  
The Hyperion Imaging System provides a new path forward
with a powerful solution to the current challenges in tissue imaging. 
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A SIMPLE AND COMPLETE 
SOLUTION FOR MULTIPLEXED 
IMAGING WORKFLOW
The four-step Imaging Mass Cytometry workflow (Figure 1) enables 
deep profiling of standard formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded (FFPE) 
or frozen tissue sections and fixed cells using the Hyperion Imaging 
System. With steps familiar to researchers currently using IHC or 
other fluorescence imaging approaches, this simple workflow can 
run unattended to image tissue samples. 
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1. DESIGN

Design panels using 
pathologist-verified  
Maxpar® antibodies 
conjugated to metal tags.

2. STAIN

Stain tissues (FFPE  
or frozen) or fixed  
cells using familiar  
IHC protocols.

3. IMAGE

Image protein markers  
at subcellular resolution  
using the Hyperion  
Imaging System.

4. ANALYZE

Analyze images in  
minutes using MCD  
Viewer and easily export  
for secondary analysis.

FIGURE 1

The imaging Mass Cytometry workflow is a simple four-step 

workflow to deliver highly multiplexed imaging.

IMAGING MASS CYTOMETRY WORKFLOW
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KLAUS KAESTNER, PHD, MS 
Thomas and Evelyn Suor Butterworth Professor in Genetics
University of Pennsylvania Perelman School of Medicine
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“THROUGH THE ABILITY OF LOOKING AT 35   
different antigens in a tissue section and their 
relationship to each other, we can really get 
new insights about cell heterogeneity—cell 
interactions—that we weren’t able to even 
approach before.”
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Traditional fluorescence is restricted to 
detection of only a few markers at a time 
because of spectral overlap of fluorescent 
antibody tags, variable staining intensities 
and noise from autofluorescence or other 
background fluorescence (Figure 2). The 
Hyperion Imaging System uses metal-
tagged antibodies instead of fluorophores. 
As the metal tags are ionized, discrete 
signals from each metal tag are detected 
based on differences in mass instead of 

wavelength, at 1 Da resolution. The process 
of using metal tags with a defined atomic 
mass significantly reduces signal overlap, 
allowing much higher multiplexing than 
immunofluorescence imaging. An added 
advantage is that the use of nonbiological 
metal isotopes essentially eliminates tissue 
background signal. With these unique 
benefits, the Hyperion Imaging System is 
the ideal solution for investigating complex 
tissue biology.

SIMULTANEOUSLY INTERROGATE 
MULTIPLE PROTEIN MARKERS— 
ALL FROM A SINGLE SCAN   
Expanding beyond the inherent technical limitations of fluorescence-
based IHC, the Hyperion Imaging System uses proven CyTOF 
technology to simultaneously detect 4 to 37 protein markers from cells 
and tissues using highly pure metal isotopes conjugated to antibodies. 

SPOTLIGHT 
Klaus Kaestner, PhD, MS 
University of  
Pennsylvania Perelman 
School of Medicine 

Klaus Kaestner, PhD, MS, uses the 
Hyperion Imaging System for his work 
on an important autoimmune disease—
diabetes type 1. He investigates how T 
cells destroy the beta cells that produce 
insulin and which subtype of cells 
within the pancreas might be involved 
in this immune response. One aim is 
to understand better what triggers the 
immune response in the first place. To do 
this, he is looking at over 30 antigens at 
one time.
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Visualize 4–37 individual protein markers  
from a single scan to uncover important  
phenotypes and relationships.
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A NEW STANDARD FOR HIGH-MULTIPLEX PROTEIN DETECTION

FIGURE 2 

CyTOF technology offers a new standard for high-multiplex protein detection. (A) Fluorescence spectra provide information about the excitation and emission of fluorophores. 

Shown are the emission spectra for a selection of commonly used fluorophores, with relative intensity of each fluorophore set at 100%. Each fluorescent dye has a characteristic 

emission wavelength range, frequently resulting in broad peaks that can have significant overlap. This overlap, where more than one fluorescent species exists, limits the number 

of proteins that can be readily detected at any one time. (B) In contrast, metal tag spectra are based on mass, shown here as set to 100% relative intensity. Because of the sensitivity 

of mass cytometry, even neighboring isotopes can be readily resolved. This separation enables the routine use of many more metal tags in multiplex experiments without signal 

overlap, as compared to fluorescent dyes.

A. Fluorescence signal overlap 

B. CyTOF technology results in separate and distinct peaks. 
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BERND BODENMILLER, PHD
Assistant Professor 
Institute of Molecular Life Sciences, University of Zurich 
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“NOW THAT WE CAN MEASURE SO MANY MARKERS   
simultaneously, for the first time we have the 
ability to comprehensively study cell types and  
their signaling and functional state in normal  
tissue and especially in tumors, and also how  
they are spatially arranged.”
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Each pulse samples the tissue and 
associated protein markers from a 1 μm2 
tissue spot for comprehensive analysis 
of the selected region of interest (Figure 
3). A plume formed from each spot, 
which is a cloud of particles that contains 
tissue and metal-tagged antibodies 
bound to the protein epitopes, is ionized 
and detected using CyTOF technology. 
Following detection, the tissue is moved 
by 1 μm and the next pixel is sampled. For 
each spot, identified with pre-determined 
coordinates, multiple metal tags are 
detected simultaneously by CyTOF, 

and their digitized signals are used to 
generate an image with MCD™ Viewer 
software. This produces accurate tissue 
images showing marker distribution at 
subcellular resolution. 

You have the option to scan specific regions 
of interest or an entire FFPE or frozen tissue 
section or scan cell smears on glass slides, 
depending on your own research goals. 
Similarly, you can screen multiple biological 
samples, such as a tissue microarray, on 
each slide for higher throughput.

DEEPLY PROFILE CELLS AND 
TISSUES IN SPATIAL CONTEXT— 
ALL AT SUBCELLULAR 
RESOLUTION  
The Hyperion Imaging System uses precise laser pulses on 
biological samples stained with Maxpar metal-tagged antibodies.

“The key about this 
technology is to be  
able to really appreciate 
how the different cells 
within the tumor are 
interacting with each 
other and how different 
antitumor treatments 
are affecting these 
interactions.”

Tatiana Perova

CyTOF Scientist

The Janssen Pharmaceutical Companies 
of Johnson & Johnson
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FIGURE 3B 

A laser beam focused at 1 μm2 spots samples proteins stained with metal-tagged antibodies 

and directs these tags to analysis by inductively coupled time-of-flight (TOF) technology, the 

basis for CyTOF mass cytometry. This occurs in a single scan as the laser samples each 1 μm2 

pixel in the selected region.

FIGURE 3A 

Load the slide stained with a panel of Maxpar antibodies into the Hyperion Imaging System. 

Select the region of interest to be imaged.

HOW IMAGING MASS CYTOMETRY WORKS

Load sample into the Hyperion Imaging System. Precise laser imaging of the region of interest
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These samples often require analysis of 
a multitude of markers, yet tissue input is 
often limited. This is especially true when 
using small biopsy samples such as fine 
needle aspirates or samples that need 
to be preserved for additional analysis. 
Ideal for deep profiling of your precious 
FFPE and fresh frozen tissue samples, 
the Hyperion Imaging System eliminates 
the variability that comes from using 
serial sections or sequential staining and 
reduces the inherent variability that comes 
from changing tissue architecture across 
serial sections. With this system you can 
get superior consistency in your own 
translational programs.

MAXIMIZE RESULTS FROM 
PRECIOUS SAMPLES—ALL  
FROM A SINGLE WORKFLOW   
When interrogating precious samples, it’s critical to reduce sample 
variability. In pathology studies, it’s common to use retrospective 
clinical samples from different data centers and trials. 

sections. Rimm says that when using serial 
slides you never know if they’re in the 
same cell, so you’re stuck with a population 
approach, comparing expression of 
markers 100 μm apart. With multiplexed 
imaging on the Hyperion Imaging System 
you get “unequivocal evidence that they 
are in the same cell because they co-
localize to the same pixel.”

 

SPOTLIGHT 
David Rimm, MD, PhD 
Professor of Pathology at Yale 
University School of Medicine 
David Rimm, MD, PhD, 

has analyzed tissues from more than 
60 subjects on training sets and is 
primed to perform additional validation 
experiments. His innovative research 
includes construction of patient cohorts 
using tissue microarrays and development 
of new quantitative approaches to cancer 
tissue biomarker research.

Examining 17 markers simultaneously 
gave Rimm the advantage of being able 
to identify a wide variety of cells and 
activation states without using serial 

FIGURE 4 

Twelve markers from a 20-panel assessment of 

non-small cell lung cancer tissue are shown in the 

pseudocolor as indicated. Using MCD Viewer, you 

can view markers individually to confirm the expected 

pattern. Additional markers can be overlapped, as 

shown here toward the center of the image, to ask 

questions of interest within minutes of slide imaging. 
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Numerous purified Maxpar antibodies are 
available to detect high-interest targets 
in immuno-oncology, cancer and immune-
mediated diseases, and we’ll continue 
adding to this growing list. Each clone  
is quality control-tested and verified  
by an independent pathology lab in  
an appropriate tissue. Resulting data  
is available.

Maxpar antibodies can be combined using 
a protocol that provides a common antigen 
retrieval step to simplify panel design for 
use with FFPE human tissue sections.

PATHOLIGIST-VERIFIED
MAXPAR ANTIBODIES SIMPLIFY
MULTIPLEX PANEL DESIGN    
Metal-tagged pathologist-verified Maxpar antibodies for Imaging 
Mass Cytometry are designed and optimized for use with the 
Hyperion Imaging System. 

SPOTLIGHT 
Akil Merchant, MD 
University of  
Southern California 
Akil Merchant, MD, describes 

his group’s work with the Hyperion Imaging 
System to define a tumor ecosystem, the 
tumor itself and immune cells with complex 
immunophenotypes. Many markers are 
needed to answer questions like “Where 
are the cells physically? Where are they 
in relation to the tumor?” Merchant says 
his lab has been able to “create images 
showing a CD8 immune cell touching a 
cancer cell with an immune-suppressive 
subtype of T cell right next to it.”

For flexibility, you can include your own 
antibodies labeled using the Maxpar metal-
labeling kits, or using the Fluidigm custom 
conjugation service, to create panels 
customized to your own research needs.

Maxpar antibodies for Imaging Mass 
Cytometry are available for:

• Tissue and cell structure identification
• Tumor cell identification and function
• Immune cell identification 
• Immune cell function and modulation 

Find currently available Maxpar antibodies 
for Imaging Mass Cytometry to advance 
your research at fluidigm.com/imcreagents.

http://www.fluidigm.com/imcreagents
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The MCD Viewer software that 
accompanies the Hyperion Imaging  
System produces high-quality images  
from the ionization of metal-tagged 
antibodies. The resulting TIFF images are 
of publication quality, and are generated 
with a scale bar (Figure 5). In this process, 
you can analyze the staining pattern of 
each protein marker individually to confirm 
staining accuracy, prior to assignment of 
pseudocolors. Then, apply colors of your 
choice to markers from each dataset to 
simultaneously visualize the expression of 
multiple proteins within each sample. You 
can get basic statistical data, including dual 
counts for each region of interest, and save 
and export the data. Cell segmentation and 
secondary analysis can then be performed 
to identify biomarker relationships and 
unique cellular social networks. 

VISUALIZE SUBCELLULAR 
EXPRESSION IN MINUTES   
The Hyperion Imaging System generates image acquisition data to 
visualize proteins and their subcellular expression within minutes. 

FIGURE 5 

Multiplexed imaging of human lung carcinoma FFPE 

tissue sample at subcellular resolution. Ki-67 staining in 

cyan is overlaid on nuclei staining in blue. The structural 

protein beta-catenin is stained in red and alpha-SMA  

in green. The scale bar is equal to 100 µm.

histoCAT software for in-depth analysis 
There are several choices of third-party 
software for segmentation and more in-
depth analysis. A distribution agreement 
with the University of Zurich provides 
access to histoCAT™ software as part of 
the Hyperion Imaging System package. 
Developed in the laboratory of Bernd 
Bodenmiller, histoCAT includes novel 
algorithms to identify the relationships 
and cellular networks between cells in 
healthy and disease states and across 
experimental cohorts.

For more information on histoCAT software, see 
the following publication: Schapiro, D., Jackson, 
H.W., Raghuraman, S. et al. “histoCAT: analysis of 
cell phenotypes and interactions in multiplex image 
cytometry data.” Nature Methods 14 (2017): 873–6.
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Get started 
Our highly trained field applications 
specialists draw on their extensive 
experience in Imaging Mass Cytometry 
experimental design and applications 
to provide you with basic and advanced 
training and support. The team will train  
you to independently run your own 
Imaging Mass Cytometry experiments  
from conception to publication. 

Safeguard your investment  
Eliminate unexpected costs while 
protecting your equipment. Choose 
between high-value Premium or  
Premium Plus service plans, each 
providing multiyear coverage and 
featuring free software updates,  
training and unlimited access to  
Fluidigm technical support. The  
Premium Plus plan also includes  
laser replacement coverage.

MAXIMIZE YOUR RESULTS  
WITH FLUIDIGM SERVICE  
AND SUPPORT    
Get started with Imaging Mass Cytometry and keep your Hyperion
Imaging System running smoothly with the aid of experienced
Fluidigm service and support professionals.

Regularly scheduled maintenance visits  
by dedicated specialists will ensure that 
your system performance remains optimal. 

Enjoy the peace of mind that comes  
from knowing that your investment is  
fully covered. Your Fluidigm specialist  
will work with you to create a package 
best-suited to your lab’s needs.
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Enabling you to harness the power of 
highly multiplexed protein detection 
with spatial information, the Hyperion 
Imaging System helps you advance your 
understanding of the key drivers of health 
and disease. Whether your goal is to gain 
greater knowledge of disease progression, 
discover more predictive or prognostic 
biomarker signatures or simplify the path 
of therapeutic development from bench  
to bedside, Fluidigm is committed to 
enabling you to improve the human 
condition. Join the growing Imaging Mass 
Cytometry scientific community, which is 
using the Hyperion Imaging System to 

advance our understanding of human 
health and disease by asking the most 
challenging questions.

Ask for a visit from your local 
representative to find out more about  
how the Hyperion Imaging System can  
help you achieve your research goals. 

Visit fluidigm.com/imc to see current 
publications, read interviews with our  
users, watch videos and learn more  
about imaging Mass Cytometry.

JOIN THE GROWING IMAGING 
MASS CYTOMETRY COMMUNITY    
Providing unprecedented visualization of complex cellular
phenotypes and their relationships in the context of cancer and
other diseases, the Hyperion Imaging System has the potential to
revolutionize disease research and empower the development of
better diagnostics and more effective therapies for the future.

“As a growing community, 
we look forward to 
the new insights that 
will come from the 
application of Imaging 
Mass Cytometry across 
a range of diseases to 
improve the future of 
health care.”
Chris Linthwaite

President and CEO

Fluidigm Corporation

http://www.fluidigm.com/imc
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